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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

18 September 2009
AGM & Talk by Becky
Lashley on Ancient
Trees.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

9 October 2009
Quiz evening with fish
& chips supper.
Tickets: £7 available at
AGM or from John
Boardman.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

1 November 2009
Tea with Charlie
Williams - another
chance to listen to one
of the last men to work
the land before the war.
Admission £1.
Village Hall, 3 pm.

27 November 2009
Talk by Ian Rowatt on
the work of the
Malvern Hills
Conservators.
Village Hall, 7.30 pm.

Andrew Smith is passionate about

railways and he delivered a talk

packed with illustrations of old

locomotives, stations and views of

what once had been track. But

what might have been a fascinating

look at the social impact of railways

in Worcestershire became slightly

bogged down in the train-spotting

minutiae of gauges, locomotive

types and railway memorabilia.

He started by pointing out that

railway lines began to be laid in the

county to connect quarries to

canals, then mentioned that the

first two locomotives in

Worcestershire were built in

Stourbridge in 1829; one can still

be seen at the National Railway

Museum in York.

But he did not know that, when

the first passenger line between

Birmingham and Gloucester was

proposed in 1834, the route

originally passed through

Worcester. However, the chairman

of Worcester Old Bank, Sir Anthony

Lechmere, did not like railways and

rejected the proposal. So, when the

line opened in 1840, it went via

Spetchley. It was to be another 12

years before the county town was

connected by rail, with the building

of the Oxford-Worcester-

Wolverhampton line, perhaps, said

Mr Smith, the worst run railway in

Britain, nicknamed by its customers

the "Old Worse & Worse". The

problem was that Oxford, being

part of Brunel's Great Western

Railway, had broad gauge, but

Wolverhampton wanted standard

gauge. The result was a typical

British compromise - mixed gauge,

which pleased nobody.

Then railway tycoon Alexander

Sheriff rode to the rescue,

transforming the O-W-W line and

forming the West Midlands Railway,

which he later sold at a substantial

profit to GWR. With the proceeds he

bought up all the land from Shrub

Hill to the Worcester-Birmingham

canal, built the grandiose Shrub Hill

station complex and founded the

Worcester Engine Works company,

which built around 70 locomotives

before the railway companies began

building their own. Sheriff became

MP for Worcester and chairman of

the Worcester Porcelain Works.

If he had been in charge of the

Worcester-Hereford line, perhaps

the Butts branch fiasco would not

have occurred. This branch was

intended to link Foregate Street
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More than 150 people attended

what was generally considered

to be the best local history

Open Day held in the Hanleys.

Martin Collins brought a WWII

American ambulance from

Birmingham, fully fitted out as

it would have been used at

Blackmore Park. Bian Isles

and Chris Bannister from the

Malvern Museum put on a fine

display of old photographs of

the Hanleys. Guarlford history

group had a table selling their

two books. Dick Hart and

Colin Thompson displayed

some of the metal detector

finds they have made on the

Lechmere estate over the past

decade, and young George

Badger pointed out some of

the pieces of Roman and

medieval pottery he and his

fellow pupils at Hanley Castle

High School found on their

field walk last September. 

But the star of the show

was 85-year-old Charlie

Williams who talked in his

broad Worcestershire accent

about the old days when he

would plough an acre a day

behind a team of three shire

horses. He also showed a

strickle, gambrel, costrel and

other long-forgotten items

from his extraordinary

collection of ancient

agricultural implements.

station with the river and on

past the cathedral to the canal

at Diglis, but no one seems to

have discussed the route with

the cathedral authorities who

promptly vetoed the idea, so

that the line withered away

uselessly outside the present

central bus station.

Andrew Smith showed an

interesting photograph of the

first station at Great Malvern -

a tin shed - but failed to

explain that it was rebuilt as

the most ornate small station

in the British Isles to impress

wealthy visitors arriving to

take the water cure. A tunnel

connected the London

platform directly with the

Royal Hotel, the largest of its

kind built by the GWR and

now Malvern St James girls’

school. So as not to spoil the

magnificence of Malvern with

noise and smells, the track

from Malvern Link was hidden

in a cutting that at the time

cost £22,000 (equivalent to

about £1.5 million today).

The attractions of the town

led to the building of the

Ashchurch-Great Malvern line

in the 1860s via Tewkesbury,

Ripple, Upton and Malvern

Wells. But, because GWR

already had a station named

Malvern Wells, the Ashchurch

line's station was renamed in

cumbersome fashion Malvern

Wells (Hanley Road), located

across the road from the

Three Counties Showground. 

It was left to Society

member Wilfred Harper, who

lives close to the site of the

once fine station, to point out

that it was originally planned

to include a luxury hotel, but

the railway never attracted

enough custom to justify the

expense and it was eventually

closed in sections: Malvern-

Upton in 1952 and Upton-

Ashchurch in 1961.

MYSTERY CAVERN

In the Universal Directory of

1791, under an entry for

Hanley Castle, there is the

following report: 

“A circular cavity in the

earth, about 6 feet in diameter,

was discovered in a corn field

by a shepherd's boy in 1787.

On examination, this aperture

leads to a considerable cavern

at about the depth of 10 feet

from the surface, extending in

every direction at least 20 feet

in diameter; at about 35 or 40

feet is a body of water,

supposed to be nearly 140

feet deep. This discovery

leads to various conjectures

amongst the curious in the

neighbourhood; but whether it

be from a natural or artificial

cause is yet undetermined:

some attribute it to the

convulsion of the earth, whilst

others ascribe it to have been

an excavation, made some

hundred years past, for the

purpose of obtaining water for

cattle, or as a place of

retirement for safety in times

of war and danger. The field

where this cavern is is nearly

a plain, and the soil at some

depth a solid body of chalk.”

Does anyone have any

idea where this mysterious

cavern is or was?

Charlie Williams holds court, assisted by his daughter and

grand-daughter
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